Operation Transformation 5K 2021
1. GENERAL
The Operation Transformation 5K in association with Athletics Ireland and Sport Ireland is
back!
On Thursday, Friday and Saturday, the 18th 19th and 20th of February, we are inviting you to
take part this year by participating in a VIRTUAL OT 5K.
You MUST register to take part in this event. Please complete the registration form in full in
the link provided.
By taking part in the VIRTUAL OT 5K you confirm that you will abide by all Dept of
Health Covid-19 Guidelines and regulations.
Due to Covid-19 guidelines neither family nor friends can come along your route to support
you.
2. GDPR
I, the applicant acknowledge that the registration form is generated by Athletics Ireland and
that the information provided by me on the registration form is of necessity shared with
Athletics Ireland for the purposes of registering my intention to take part in the VIRTUAL
OT 5 and to allow Athletics Ireland Ireland to process my application.
3. DISCLAIMER
I understand that participation in the VIRTUAL OT 5K run is at my own risk, and that
neither RTÉ, Vision Independent Productions, Athletics Ireland and Sport Ireland or any of
the Programme partners or sponsors will be held responsible for any accident suffered or
injury sustained by myself from any cause whatsoever, or for any property lost, mislaid or
stolen on the course where I undertake the run.
I acknowledge that the activity should only be conducted over public paths or on paths within
Public Parks open to the public upon which hazards of traveling are expected. I further agree
if at any time I believe the conditions to be unsafe, I will immediately discontinue
participation in the activity.
I understand the nature of the VIRTUAL OT 5K and fully accept that I take part at my own
risk.
I hereby waive and forever discharge RTÉ, Vision Independent Productions, Athletics Ireland
and Sport Ireland and sponsors, and all other persons associated with the VIRTUAL OT 5K,
for all my liabilities, claims, actions, or damages that I may have against them arising out of
or in any way connected with my participation in this event. I understand that this waiver
includes any claims, whether caused by negligence, the action or inaction of any of the above
parties, or otherwise.
4. PERMISSION
I hereby grant full permission to any of the foregoing without any remuneration being due to
me, to use photographs, filmed material and / or any other record of my participation in this
event for legitimate purpose(s) for the Programme.
By registering to take part in the VIRTUAL OT 5K, I confirm that I have read, understood
and agree to points1, 2,3 and 4 in this document.

